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Abstract

In 1982, Shodair - Montana Regional Genetics Services began

utilizing amniocentesis as a technique for prenatal diagnosis of

fetal defects. Since that time, over 400 amniocenteses have been

performed, and the results of 406 were reviewed.

Amniocenteses were performed on individuals for three main 
*• *•

reasons: 238 (56.3%) were performed because of advanced maternal 

age of 35 years or greater, with an average of 37.0 years 

(standard deviation of 3.14); 126 (29.80%) were performed due to 

maternal anxiety; finally the last indication for anmiocentesis 

to be performed is for a family history of or previous fetal 

abnormalities. This accounted for 45 (10.6%) of the total indi

cations for the study.

Of the 406 amniocenteses reviewed, the procedure was 100% 

effective in the determination of fetal sex. In 15 (3.69%) of 

the cases, the amniocentesis failed to detect congenital defects 

present in the fetus. Spontaneous fetal loss occurred in 6 

(1.72%) of the cases. The procedure had to be repeated in 1.97% 

of the cases due to inadequate conditions of the initial amniotic 

fluid. The results of the amniocentesis were determined in an 

average of 16.7 days.

Of the 406 cases, 14 showed genetic defects including: 1, 46 

+21; 1, 46 +18; 2, 46 + markers; 2, 46XXY; along with 8 

chromosomal rearrangements shown in Table 4. These chromosomal 

rearrangements included: 1, 46xy rep(l;12); 1, 46x inv(y); 1,

46xx inv(4); 1, 45xx+ (13;14); 1, 46xy +(6;13)p23, q22mat; 1,

45xy tdic (14;21); 45xx tdic (13;21).
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Literature Review

Prior to 1951, there was little interest in the use of 

amniotic fluid and its constituents as a tool for prenatal 

diagnosis of fetal defects. However, in 1951, it was found that

the cells found in the amniotic fluid could be used to determine 

prenatal sex. In 1965, more extensive work was being done with 

amniotic fluid, to find new ways to detect prenatal defects due 

to genetic abnormalities. Today, amniocentesis has become a very 

useful tool in the diagnosis of fetal abnormalities including 

chromosomal defects, neural tube defects and metabolic or

biochemical defects.

The procedure for obtaining the amniotic fluid is usually 

performed after the 15th week of gestation. Prior to this, the 

amniotic fluid contains a comparatively small number of fetal 

cells. (8) After the 15th week, the number of cells in the 

amniotic fluid increases rapidly to a point at 17-18 weeks where 

there are as many as 50,000 to 60,000 cells per ml of amniotic 

fluid. During the 16th and 17th weeks of gestation, 25-50% of 

the cells in the amniotic fluid will be viable. (8) The percen

tage of viable cells begins to fall at this point, and at 28 

weeks, only 5-10% of the cells remain viable. (8)

The cells found in the amniotic fluid of a normal 16-24 week 

fetus are comprised of two main types. The most predominant type 

of cell present, is a large squamous cell, polygonal-ovoid in 

shape with nonvacuolated acidophillic or basophillic cytoplasm.
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(8). These cells are known to have originated from three main 

areas including fetal epidermis, upper respiratory and gastroin

testinal tracts, and urogenital tract. The second cell type is a 

smaller more round cell with a dense basophillic cytoplasm.

These smaller cells are thought to have arisen from the amnion. 

These two kinds of cells when placed in culture require 2-3 days 

to adhere to the culture surface. In order for these specialized 

cells to adhere to the culture surface, redifferentiation must

occur. For a normal fetal cell, redifferentiation takes 2 to 3 

days .

In the amniotic fluid of an abnormal 16-24 week fetus, the 

cells present include the cells described for the normal fetus.

In addition to these, other cells may also be present. In the 

example of a neural tube defect, or an external lesion, internal 

structures will be exposed from which cells in the amniotic fluid

could also have arisen. Cells that are shed from an abnormal 

fetus rapidly lose contact with other cells and also change 

morphological characteristics making the determination of the 

origin difficult. When placed in culture, these cells rapidly 

adhere to the culture surface. These cells, sometimes called 

"Rapidly Adhering Cells" must be able to redifferentiate quickly 

allowing a rapid adhesion.(8)

Another constituent of the amniotic fluid which can be used

as a diagnostic tool is a fetal specific protein. This fetal 

specific protein, called Alpha fetal protein, is present in the 

amniotic fluid during all gestational ages. The alpha fetal
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protein concentrations vary during fetal development, starting 

high then falling as development continues. The greatest use for 

alpha fetal protein as a diagnostic tool is to determine the 

presence of neural tube defects. Neural tube defects are shown 

by abnormally high concentrations of alpha fetal protein for that

particular gestational age. High alpha fetal protein concentra-
*•

tions have also been indicative of gastroschisis, omphalocele, 

congenital nephrosis, sacroccoccygeal teratama, and intrauterine 

death. In a twin pregnancy, the presence of one dead twin 

resulting in fetal papyraceous is also characterized by high 

fetal protein concentrations. (8)

At 15-16 weeks gestation, the actual drawing of the amniotic 

fluid occurs. Before this is done, ultrasound is used to make an 

assessment on fetal and placental size and position as well as to 

determine approximate gestational age. If the ultrasound 

assessment confirms the gestational age and if the placental and 

fetal positions are adequate, a transabdominal puncture is made 

with a needle. Once the needle has been positioned within the 

amniotic sac, fluid is withdrawn. Normally, the first few ml’s 

of fluid is discarded to prevent maternal contamination; then 15-

20 ml of amniotic fluid are drawn and sent to the lab for

assessment.

The process of fetal diagnosis is normally performed for 

three main indications (reasons): advanced maternal age, previous 

abnormal children including spontaneous abortions or a family 

history of abnormalities, and finally, maternal anxiety.

In the case of advanced maternal age, amniocentesis is used
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mainly to determine fetal karyotypes in order to detect

aneuploidy, specifically trisomy 21, due to non disjunction in 

parents with advanced age (>_ 35 years). Advanced maternal age 

of 35 years of greater, has been shown to have a greater 

incidence of autosomal trisomies including trisomy 21, 18, 13 and

also an increased incidence of 47 xxx and 4‘7 xxy Klinefelters 

syndrome. (7) It was also shown however, that for balanced 

autosomal and balanced sex chromosomal rearrangements, as well as 

45 X, Turner’s syndrome, maternal age seems to have no affect on 

the incidence (Table 1) (7).

Table 1

Comparison of rates of chromosomal abnormality in 
years of age with rates determined from surveys of

pregnancies of women >35 
the newborn.

Type of chromosome 
abnormality

Prenatal diagnoses 
(M.A. Ferguson - 
Smith and J.R.W. 
Yates 1986)

Newborn surveys 
(Hook and Hamerton,

1977) all maternal ages 
n=37779 males

19123 females

Number Rate (X) Number Rate (%)

Autosomal
Trisomy 21 613 1.16 71 0.12
Trisomy 18 121 0.23 7 0.01
Trisomy 13 39 0.07 3 0.01
Extra marker 31 0.06 10 0.02
6(13ql4q) 28 0.05 40 0.07
Other unbalanced 43 0.08 35 0.06
Other balanced 94 0.18 70 0.12

Sex chromosomal
47,XXX 65 0.25 20 0.10
47,XXY 87 0.33 35 0.09
47,XYY 18 0.07 35 0.09
45,X 24 0.09 2 0.01

Other unbalanced 28 0.05 35 0.06
Other balanced 9 0.02 — __
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Families that have already had a previous abnormal child, or 

that have a family history of genetic disorders are another group 

of amniocentesis recipients. In these families, the amniocen

tesis helps lessen the fear of having another abnormal child.

When looking at the incidence of recurrence in families that 

have had a previous trisomy 21, it was foupd that if maternal age 

was less than 30, the risk of recurrence is 1.7% with .3% due to 

an inherited translocation. (9) In families with a maternal age 

>30, the risk of recurrence is 1.82% with .05% due to inherited 

translocations. (9) It was also shown that the risk of any 

chromosomal abnormality, following a child with a chromosomal 

aberration, is increased significantly compared with the

population risk, especially in younger mothers (12) For younger 

mothers, the risk for a chromosomally abnormal fetus after a 

previous child with chromosomal abberrations is between 10 and 20 

times the population birth risk for Down’s syndrome for mothers 

of the same age. (12)

The last indication for amniocentesis, maternal anxiety, 

arises from an increased awareness and fear of the extreme cost

of caring for an severely abnormal child.

Amniocentesis, although useful for prenatal diagnosis, has a 

small risk of complication. These complications include 

spontaneous abortions, amniotic fluid leakage, and Amniotic Band 

syndrome. Although there are also other minor complications 

possible, but these are usually considered to be insignificant 

compared to those previously cited. Again, these complications,
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although severe in nature, are only a minor risk in the

procedure.

Whenever a large needle (18 gauge or greater) is used, or

multiple punctures are required, there is an increase chance of

amniotic fluid leakage. (4) Amniotic fluid leakage is a rare

complication of amniocentesis, but it can give rise to 
*• *•

oligohydramurios resulting in preterm delivery and Amniotic Band 

syndrome. Amniotic band syndrome is characterized by constric

tion rings and amputations probably due to primary disruption of 

the amnion at an early gestational age. (11)

Spontaneous abortion is also a minor risk in amniocentesis, 

except in mothers who have already had one or more spontaneous 

abortions. Women with at least one previous spontaneous abortion 

had a 5% risk of a spontaneous abortion within three weeks of the 

procedure; while women with two or more spontaneous abortions had 

an 8.6% risk of abortion. Both of these are considerably higher 

than the 1.3% rate that women who had a previous spontaneous 

abortion but not an amniocentesis. (6) The normal spontaneous 

fetal loss is usually considered to be 1.6% (5).

The color of the amnotic fluid and presence of blood in the 

fluid greatly influences the risk of spontaneous abortions. In 

blood tinged samples, 84.4% contain maternal blood, 15.5% fetal 

blood, and some contain both maternal and fetal blood. (3) In 

blood tinged samples, the rate of spontaneous abortion increased 

significantly; 6.6% for maternal blood contamination and 14.3% 

for fetal blood contamination. (3) Approximately 41% of all 

spontaneous abortions are associated with blood tinged or
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discolored amniotic fluid samples. (5)

Materials and Methods

Four hundred and six women most at approximately the 16th

week of gestation, had an amniocentesis performed. The

amniocenteses were performed by several different physicians 
€• •

around the state of Montana. These amnotic fluid samples were 

then sent directly to the Shodair Children's Hospital's genetics 

lab. These samples were then cultured and tested as outlined in 

Shodair Children's Hospital's "Manual of Cytogenetics".

Once the test had been completed, the results were sent to 

the patient's physician.

At various times after the expected date of birth, a 

followup card requesting information about the pregnancy, (Figure 

1) was sent to the physician. These cards inquired about any 

complications of the pregnancy, any complications thought to be 

due to the amniocentesis, outcome of pregnancy (sex, fetal status

LA B N Li M E E R:__________________________________________ _
NAME:______________________ LMP:______ EDC:______
DATE CF DELIVERY:___________________SEX:______________
PREGNANCY AND/OR DELIVERY COMPLICATIONS:_______

AMNIOCENTESIS COMPLICATIONS:_______________________

ABNORMALITIES CF INFANT:____________________________

SIGNED:_________________________________________________

Figure 1.
Sample of Followup Card to be sent to physicians
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normal) and finally if any delivery complications had occurred. 

Upon receipt of the cards, the physician or a qualified assistant 

would check the patient’s records and fill out the cards. The 

cards were then returned to Shodair to complete the information 

on the patient. If there were any complications in this process, 

the physician was contacted directly by phohe.

Results

The number of amniocenteses performed for fetal diagnosis 

through Shodair Children’s Hospital has been on the rise. At the 

present rate, over 140 amniocentesis will be performed through 

Shodair Children’s Hospital during this year alone. (Figure 2)

NUMBER CF 
AMNIOCENTESES

160 t
i

140 i 

120 -

100 ■■

80
I.

60 s

40 ••

90 ■■

7
/

198' 195; 1984

YEAR

Figure 2. Case Load 1982-1986
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Indications

Table 2 lists the indications for the 406 amniocenteses

studied. The group "other" represents those indications which 

were not clear including adopted, infertility, family history of

birth defects, ect.

Table 2

Indication Number

Advanced maternal age 238

Maternal anxiety 126

Previous trisomy 21 6

Family history of trisomy 21 13

Previous trisomy 18 1

Previous trisomy 13 8

Family history of trisomy 13 1

Previous neural tube defect 3

Family history of neural tube defect 4

Maternal or paternal chromosomal
rearrangements 7

Multiple miscarriages 2

Metabolic disorders 2

Other 12

total 422*

*some patients had multiple indications

of total

56.3%

29.80%

1.41%

3.06%

.24%

1.90%

.24%

.71%

.94%

1.64%

.47%

.48%

2.84%

100.0%

Advanced maternal age (_<35) 

of the amniocenteses performed.

was the indication for 55.09 %

The mean age for recipients was
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37 years with a standard deviation of 3.14. The age distribu

tions are shown in Table 3.

Analysis of the Amniotic Fluid

Of the 406 cultures of amniotic cells, only 8 cultures

(1.97%) failed to grow. An amniocentesis was repeated for 4 of

the 8 patients whose cultures failed to grow. Only one of those 
»• '•

cultures failed to grow again and all of these pregnancies 

resulted in a normal child. Three of the 8 patients whose 

amniotic cell culture failed didn't repeat the procedure. Two of 

these pregnancies were normal while one ended in fetal death.

The last of the 8 cultures didn't grow because the sample was 

urine. The amniocentesis was repeated and growth occurred.

Table 3

Age distribution

33 > 62

34-36 205

37-39 104

40-42 33

43< 2

total 406

There was 100% accuracy in the diagnosis of fetal status 

(sex, chromosomal abnormalities, ect.), requiring an average of 

16.7 days for analysis (standard deviation 4.32). The results of 

the genetic analysis for the amniocenteses are given in Table 

4. Of the 406 amniocentesis performed 2.46% of the results
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matched the indication for the procedure. This is shown in Table 

4 by *.

Alpha Fetal Protein

In the analysis of the alpha fetal protein concentrations, 

only 2 (0.49^) were found to be extremely elevated. Both of the

Table 4

Results of Amniocentesis

Genetic Analysis Number Indication

46xy +21 * 1 (AMA) Advanced maternal age

46xy +18 * 1 AMA

46xy 16ght pat 1 AMA

46xy marker 8 1 Family history of trisomy 21

46xxy

Rearrangements

2 AMA, AMA

46xy rep (1;12) * 1 Maternal 46xx rep (1:12)

46x, inv (y) 2 AMA, Family history of trisomy 
21

46xx inv (4) * 1 Maternal 46xx inv (4)

45xx +(13;14) * 1 Maternal 45xx t(13;14)

46xy +(6;13)p23, q22 mat * 1 Maternal 46xx t(6;13)

45xy +dic(14;21) * 1 Maternal 46xx tdic(14;21)

45xx +dic(13;21) * 1 Paternal 45xy tdic(13;21)

46xx or 46xy (normal
females or normal males) 392 Various indications

406

* These results match the indication for the amniocentesis
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amniotic fluid samples which had borderline elevated alpha fetal 

pregnancies resulted in fetal loss. There were five other 

concentrations for their particular gestional age. Of these, 

ultrasound showed that there was a discrepency in gestational 

ages for two of the fetuses. There was no mention made

concerning the results of the ultrasound for the other 3. All of
»• •

the 5 pregnancies with borderline, elevated Alpha fetal protein

levels resulted in normal children.

Complications

Four main complications were observed in the 406 amniocen

teses. These complications included blood tinged or discolored 

fluid, maternal contamination, spontaneous fetal loss and the 

appearance of congenital defects which were undetected by the

amniocentesis.

Blood Tinged or Discolored Fluid

Blood tinged or discolored amniotic fluid was seen in only 6 

samples (1.48%). From these, 5 resulted in normal pregnancies 

while 1 (16.67%) pregnancy resulted in a still born child.

Maternal Contamination

Maternal contamination was present in only 2 (0.49%) of the 

amniotic fluid samples. both of the contaminations were

discovered before the results were finalized.

Undetected Congenital Defects

In 15 (3.69%) of the 406 pregnancies, undetected congenital 

defects affected the outcome. In one pregnancy, complications 

during delivery caused cardiac arrest of the fetus. In another 

pregnancy, fetal death of a normal fetus occurred 2 days after an
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emergency Caesarean section performed for decreased fetal heart 

rate. There was no connection between these complications and 

the amniocentesis or congenital defects.

Fetal Loss

Spontaneous fetal loss occurred in 6 (1.72%) of the 406 

pregnancies. These all showed normal results for the amniocen

tesis, and no mention was made about bloody or discolored fluid 

for any fluid samples.

Discussion

In the past three years, amniocentesis has become more 

widely accepted for of two reasons: one is increased publicity of 

its accuracy and ability to diagnose fetal defects. This accept

ance is especially seen in the rapidly growing indication for 

amniocentesis, maternal anxiety, which was 29.80% of this study's 

indication. Another recent study (5) also showed maternal 

anxiety as the second largest indication for amniocentesis. The 

other reason for increased public awareness is the continued 

safety of the procedure. This study showed a spontaneous fetal 

loss of 1.72% compared to the normal spontaneous fetal loss 

thought to be about 1.6% (5). There were no complications 

directly attributed to anmiocentesis, except possibly for the 

mention of two premature rupturing of membranes.

Chromosomal Abnormalities

Our study showed 1.47% of all the 406 pregnancies had 

chromosomal aneuploidy. This is only slightly higher than the
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results given in other studies 1.3% (13) and 1% (5). This study 

also observed 8 (1.97%) chromosomal rearrangements which is very 

comparable to the 1.9% findings of Squire, Nauth, Ridler, Sutton, 

Timberlale (1982).

Alpha Fetal Protein

In this study, 0.49% of the cases had extremely elevated 

alpha fetal protein concentrations, while T.23% showed borderline 

elevated concentrations. The 0.49% is comparable to the results 

of other studies (2) and (13) except, the comparison is difficult 

due to insufficient information on what was considered borderline

elevated and elevated for the other studies.

Complications

This study showed 1.72% fetal loss, 3.69% congenital 

defects, 0.49% maternal contamination, 1.97% unsuccessful unde

tected cultures, and 1.48% samples with maternal contamination. 

All of these findings are compareable to the results of three 

other studies (2, 5, 13). In the case of blood tinged or 

discolored amniotic fluid observed in 1.48%, resulted in a 16.67% 

fetal loss. This is significantly lower than the 10.4% 

discolored or blood tinged fluid (5) which resulted in 41% 

spontaneous fetal loss.

Overall, the amniocentesis performed within Montana showed 

to be very comparable to studies done elsewhere. Shodair 

Children’s Hospital’s genetics lab showed excellent success in 

the analysis of the amniotic fluid.

The only problems with this study is a slight bias in the 

results because many physicians are performing the amniocentesis,

14



reporting the results and filling out the followup card. This 

might cause slight differences in the reporting of complications
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